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Introduction

My research:
1 How does hosting refugees affect local communities?

citizen attitudes and social identities → more nationalism
and support for restrictive immigration policies
public goods provision and infrastructure → more roads
violent conflict → no effect

2 Methods: Survey and field experiments, focus groups and
interviews, geographic data

3 Scope: developing countries

Core theme: re-examine common perceptions in scholarly and
public debates about the effects of migrants
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Overview for the talk

1 What are some common beliefs about immigration?
2 What does social science have to say?

employment
wages
welfare
crime

3 How can we find out (empirically test) whether other beliefs are
true or not?

4 Why is there a disconnect between public perceptions and
scientific findings?



What are some common beliefs about
immigration?

Let’s discuss!



What does social science have to say?



Are immigrants taking American jobs?

1 No, immigrants do not cause any sizeable decrease in
employment of US-born (Card 2005)

2 Many immigrants complement the work of U.S. employees and
increase their productivity

3 The economy adjusts to new immigrants by opening businesses
and production (NAS 2017)



Are immigrants driving down wages?

1 Immigrants actually raise wages and reduce consumer prices in
the aggregate (Cortes 2008, Ottaviano and Peri 2008)

2 But in the short run, high-immigration states US-born low-skilled
(HS dropouts) wages decrease (Monras 2015)



Are immigrants taking more from the government than
they give?

1 Immigrants cost more than US-born in social services: average
$5,000 per year for each immigrant, more for undocumented

2 Average immigrant to the US makes a net positive fiscal
contribution of $259,000 in taxes (NAS 2017)

3 Immigrant-led households paid $223.6 billion in federal taxes
and $104.6 billion in combined states and local taxes in 2014

4 Undocumented paid $11.7 billion in state and local taxes (US
Census)

5 US-born children of immigrants contribute MORE in taxes than
Americans that have been here for generations (NAS 2017)

6 Millions of dollars (at least) to detain and house migrants in tent
cities (Clemens, Lewis, and Postel 2018)



Do immigrants increase crime rates?

1 Immigrants, whether or not they have legal authorization,
commit violent crimes at much lower rates than US-born

2 In UK, no effect on violent crimes, small increase in property
crime with asylum-seekers (Bell, Fasani, and Machin 2013)

3 First longitudinal analysis (1990 - 2014) of undocumented
immigration and violence in US → generally negative, not
statistically significant (Light and Miller 2018)



How can we find out (empirically test)
whether other beliefs are true or not?

Small group discussion!



Why is there a disconnect between public
perceptions and scientific findings?



Are we asking fundamentally different questions?

1 Correlation, not causation

2 Selection on the dependent variable

3 Scientific studies generally look for the average treatment
effect



Let’s examine our biases

1 If opposition to immigration is NOT based on effects of
immigration, is it based in identity concerns?

2 Positive in-group bias is driven by out-group discrimination
(Allport 1954; Citrin et al. 1997; Brewer 1999; Tajfel and Turner
2004; Kinder 2003)

3 News about the costs of immigration boosts white opposition
far more when Latino immigrants, rather than European
immigrants, are featured (Brader, Valentino, Suhay 2008)



Let’s examine our biases

Brader, Ted, Valentino, Nicholas A., and Suhay, Elizabeth (2008).
What triggers public opposition to immigration? Anxiety, group cues,
and immigration threat. American Journal of Political Science, 52(4),
959-978.

1 2 experimental studies with white American subjects

2 2x2 treatment: 1) news on benefits OR costs of immigration, 2)
Latino OR European cue “[Jose Sanchez/Nikolai Vandinsky]”

3 Outcomes: Preference for reducing immigration (attitude),
sending anti-immigrant email to Congress member (behavior),
Emotions, Beliefs about personal/national threat



Let’s examine our biases

Anti-immigrant bias is driven by anxiety (emotional) not perceived
threats. This anxiety depends on the immigrant group made salient.



How the media reinforces our biases

1 Americans tend to be poorly informed and uncertain about
immigration, take cues from mass media (Scheve and Slaughter
2001)

2 US news media reinforces the narrative of a “Latino threat,”
portraying immigrants as mostly male, of Latino descent, and
criminals (Farris and Mohamed 2017)



Questions? Comments?
Thank you!

yz3@princeton.edu
yangyangzhou.com
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